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Gone to Festi 
bar 

Walk around the 
castle 

Tell a pun to 
Karin 

Sing along to 
dancing queen 

Joined a faculty 
lunch 

Asked a 
question after a 

lecture 
Seen the bears Tried 

Becherovka 
Gone to Zappa 

bar 
Take flaming 

shots 

Drank ginger tea Eat at the meat 
dungeon Free Space Yoga/Castle run 

Drink the 
flaming rum 

barrel 

Tried Tredelnik 

Command failed 
because you’re 
in the wrong 

directory 

Gone to Music 
bar 

Learned 5 Czech 
expressions 

cowsay hello | 
lolcat 

Seen the feet by 
the river 

Gone to Egon 
Schiele Café 

Typo in 
command 

Started a dance 
floor 

Helped a 
neighbor 
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Seen the feet by 
the river 

Started a dance 
floor 

Drink the flaming 
rum barrel Typo in command Sing along to 

dancing queen 

Request a song 
on the juke box Tried Becherovka 

Learn the 
nationality of 5 

faculty 

Danced with the 
TAs/faculty 

Joined a faculty 
lunch 

Gone to Music 
bar Gone to Festi bar Free Space Tell a pun to 

Karin 
Asked a question 

after a lecture 

Learned 5 Czech 
expressions Tried Tredelnik 

Command failed 
because you’re in 

the wrong 
directory 

Welcome 
reception 

Gone to Egon 
Schiele Café 

Helped a 
neighbor 

Seen someone 
asleep in a lecture Yoga/Castle run Eat at the meat 

dungeon 
Walk around the 

castle 
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Learned 5 Czech 
expressions 

Gone to Music 
bar 

Tell a pun to 
Karin 

Welcome 
reception Tried Tredelnik 

Eat at the meat 
dungeon 

Sing along to 
dancing queen Seen the bears Yoga/Castle run Typo in command 

Learn the 
nationality of 5 

faculty 
Eat fried cheese Free Space Gone to Festi bar Tried Becherovka 

Started a dance 
floor 

Gone to Zappa 
bar 

Request a song 
on the juke box 

Tried 5 different 
Czech beers 

Walk around the 
castle 

Gone to Egon 
Schiele Café 

Take flaming 
shots 

Asked a question 
after a lecture 

Drink the flaming 
rum barrel 

Joined a faculty 
lunch 
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Seen the feet by 
the river 

Eat at the meat 
dungeon 

Sing along to 
dancing queen 

Tried 5 different 
Czech beers 

Asked a question 
after a lecture 

Learn the 
nationality of 5 

faculty 

Learned 5 Czech 
expressions Seen the bears Drink the flaming 

rum barrel Tried Becherovka 

Yoga/Castle run Helped a 
neighbor Free Space Started a dance 

floor Drank ginger tea 

Request a song on 
the juke box 

Command failed 
because you’re in 

the wrong 
directory 

Tried Tredelnik Gone to Festi bar Tell a pun to 
Karin 

Welcome 
reception 

Gone to Music 
bar 

Take flaming 
shots 

Seen someone 
asleep in a lecture 

Danced with the 
TAs/faculty 
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Learned 5 Czech 
expressions 

Started a dance 
floor Tried Tredelnik Seen the bears Drank ginger tea 

Eat at the meat 
dungeon 

Seen someone 
asleep in a 

lecture 

Gone to Egon 
Schiele Café Eat fried cheese 

Learn the 
nationality of 5 

faculty 

Gone to Festi bar Walk around the 
castle Free Space Asked a question 

after a lecture 

Drink the 
flaming rum 

barrel 

Take flaming 
shots 

Joined a faculty 
lunch Yoga/Castle run Sing along to 

dancing queen 
Tell a pun to 

Karin 

Typo in 
command 

Tried 5 different 
Czech beers Helped a neighbor Danced with the 

TAs/faculty 
Request a song 
on the juke box 
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Helped a neighbor 
Seen someone 

asleep in a 
lecture 

Request a song 
on the juke box 

Sing along to 
dancing queen 

Tell a pun to 
Karin 

Learned 5 Czech 
expressions 

Welcome 
reception Gone to Festi bar Typo in 

command 
Gone to Zappa 

bar 

Gone to Egon 
Schiele Café 

Seen the feet by 
the river Free Space Eat fried cheese 

Command failed 
because you’re 
in the wrong 

directory 

Yoga/Castle run Started a dance 
floor 

Danced with the 
TAs/faculty 

cowsay hello | 
lolcat Tried Tredelnik 

Gone to Music bar Walk around the 
castle Drank ginger tea Joined a faculty 

lunch 
Eat at the meat 

dungeon 

 


